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ABSTRACT

The progress in the digital single market (DSM) has been acknowledged as one of the 10 political pri-
orities by the European Commission since 2015. It could contribute € 415 billion per year (GDP) to 
the economy of the 28 EU Member States and create hundreds of thousands of new jobs. Nowadays, the 
ICT sector and the European Digital Agenda have declared it as one of the seven pillars of the Europe 
2020 strategy. In order to speed up the development of new information technology and its commer-
cialisation, it is necessary to increase software quality aimed at accelerating and improving technology 
transfer, taking into account process quality management. The aim of this article is to give an overview 
of a new approach to producing an additional value of the software development projects to improve 
the technology transfer process.

INTRODUCTION

ICT industry is rapidly developing all over the world and in Europe, and progress directly depends on 
a technological solution that solves the issue better by saving time, money and energy. Many software 
developers are struggling to find customers for their developed prototypes. In most cases, they keep a 
lot of prototypes in laboratories and their documents, but they don’t about their position in the market, 
opportunities and future direction. Usually, it is difficult to check when the software complies specifi-
cation and is ready to move on the market. At the same time every day many software components are 
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developed that could be used again and save developers time. In order to speed up the development of 
new information technology and its commercialization, it is necessary to increase the software quality 
aimed at accelerating and improving the technology transfer taking into account process quality manage-
ment. The aim of this study is to give an overview to a new approach to producing an additional value 
of the software development projects to improve the technology transfer process.

For this purpose, were conducted an investigation of three information technology standards, six-
sigma method, and process-oriented method.

The paper consists of 6 parts and conclusions. The first section is devoted to materials and methods. 
The second section represents process-oriented approach that is known as knowledge management 
approach to the development of software projects. Next parts describe this approach implementation, 
including the definition of software development processes, self-assessment systems development. The 
last section of the paper presents the results of the proposed approach and future work.

BACKGROUND

This paper is devoted to help the software developers set the best operation plan and make a right deci-
sion in their projects. It is applied to:

• Checking, analysing and improving existing projects;
• Set the improvement plan;
• Increase the quality of the projects.

Within the framework of this article, authors offer an evaluation of software quality with knowledge 
management, which combines knowledge about software development processes, asset protection, and 
marketing activities with the aim of creating an added value for research organization. For knowledge 
management is applied process-orientation method (Yin & Xiong, 2016). For process assessment and 
decision making was used information technology process assessment standard ISO/IEC 333020:2015 
(ISO/IEC, 2015) and Capability Maturity Model (Mark et al., 1993) combined with six-sigma method 
(Montgomery & Woodall, 2008). For defining software development processes IEEE information tech-
nology standard 1517 – 2010 (IEEE, 2010) was chosen.

PROCESS-ORIENTED APPROACH TO DEVELOPMENT 
OF SOFTWARE PROJECTS

Process orientation is known as knowledge management approach where knowledge is considered as a 
set of process to help managers to set the best operation plan and make right decisions. It is possible to 
give out six phases of process management:

Step 1: Processes have to be clearly set and documented.
Step 2: Process’s performance has to be checked by using quantifiable metrics.
Step 3: Process performance has to be analysed with the help of graphical images, diagrams, causal 

relationship analysis or others.
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